Level of Knowledge and Behavior of Nurses in Pain Management in Children When an Invasive Action Is Procedures
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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Lack of knowledge and inappropriate attitude toward pain management have been recognized as major obstacles to the application of pain management by health workers. Most of the nurses carry out pain management when performing invasive actions on children is not good.

AIM: The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationship between the level of knowledge and the behavior of nurses in pain management in children during invasive procedures.

METHODS: This study used an analytic observational design with a cross-sectional engineering design with a total population of 30 nurses and a total sample of 30 nurses at RSIA Yani Surabaya and used a total sampling technique. The independent variable in this study is the level of knowledge, while the dependent variable is the behavior of nurses when performing invasive actions on children. Data were analyzed using the Fisher Exact Test for significance α = 0.05. The data collection instrument used a questionnaire and observation sheet.

RESULTS: The results showed that 23 respondents who have sufficient knowledge with 18 respondents having positive behavior and 5 respondents being negative. While 4 respondents who have good knowledge with positive behavior 3 respondents and 1 respondent behaves negatively. respondents who have less knowledge, there are 3 positive behavior and 5 respondents being negative. While 4 respondents who have good knowledge with positive behavior 3 respondents and 1 respondent behaves negatively. p = 0.033 (p < 0.05) then there is a knowledge relationship with the behavior of nurses on pain management in children during invasive procedures.

CONCLUSION: The level of knowledge of nurses about pain management in children during invasive procedures obtained a enough level of knowledge. The nurse’s behavior level toward pain management in children during invasive procedures is positive. The results of the analysis using statistical tests showed that there was a relationship between the knowledge and behavior of nurses about pain management in children during invasive procedures.

Introduction

Knowledge is a very important domain in shaping one’s actions (Notoatmodjo, 2012) [1]. Likewise with the knowledge and attitudes of nurses about pain management in children, it is very useful for the accuracy of carrying out invasive actions in children [2]. Lack of knowledge and inappropriate attitudes towards pain management has been recognized as a major obstacle in the implementation of pain management by health workers [3]. The implementation of pain management cannot be separated from the attitude, experience, and other influencing factors. Most nurses carry out pain management when performing invasive procedures on children who are not good.

Findings from the PAMPER study on pain management practices, nurses revealed that only 26.7% (40 of 150) children presenting to the ED with moderate to severe pain received analgesics and only 16.7% (25 of 150) were given the intervention. non-pharmacological. While the results from Trihastutik et al. in 2019 showed that nurses’ knowledge in pain management was 9.1% less, 67.3% moderate, 23.8% good, and the behavior or attitude of nurses in pain management was 29.1% positive, 70.9% negative attitude [4]. Based on the results of observations during the practicum at Rumah Sakit Islam A. Yani, the phenomena that occur in the children’s room are still very less effective. The busyness of nurses is the reason that nurses forget to apply good pain management to children when performing invasive procedures.

Effective pain management has not been achieved due to various obstacles including lack of knowledge, personal principles, feelings influenced by others, ability to assess pain, decision making, and use of journal-based information for pain management and poor pain judgment [5].

In pain management when invasive measures are performed on children, nurses can
use two actions, namely pharmacological measures and non-pharmacological measures. Nurses using their knowledge can overcome pain problems by performing invasive measures on children both independently and collaboratively. Efforts that can be made are nurses can add experience by attending seminars, reading journals, or articles about pain and appropriate pain management in addition, to increase nurses’ knowledge about pain management during invasive procedures. namely by participating in trainings [5].

Methods

The research approach used was cross-sectional where the independent variable (level of knowledge), and the dependent variable (nurse behavior when performing invasive procedures on children) were assessed at the same time. The population of this study were nurses who performed invasive procedures in the nursery at RSI A. Yani Surabaya. The population in this study was 30 nurses. In this study, the sampling technique with the total sampling technique is a sampling technique where the number of samples is the same as the population of 30 nurses. This research was conducted at Rumah Sakit Islam A. Yani Surabaya in January 2021.

The questionnaire in this study at the level of knowledge emphasized on nurses’ understanding of pain, giving techniques in pain management and ways to overcome problems in pain management. as for behavioral questionnaires are categorized as positive behavior if the average value is >50 and the average negative behavior is <50 in which there are 10 questions.

The analysis used is the Fisher Exact Test using the SPSS version 12.0 for windows program with a significant level of = 0.05. Research that uses humans as subjects should not conflict with ethics. The research objective must be ethical in the sense that the respondent’s rights must be protected, so that this research has been approved by the Health Research Ethics Committee, Universitas Nahdlatul Ulama Surabaya with Number 234/EC/KEPK/UNUSA/2020.

Results

The research results obtained by the researchers are as follows:

Based on Table 1, it shows that of the 30 nurses, the gender of the nurses was mostly (86.7%) 26 respondents were women. the age of nurses mostly (53.3%) were 16 respondents, namely late adults. the most recent education of nurses (63.3) 19 respondents educated in nursing profession.

Based on Table 2, it shows that the nurses’ knowledge of pain management in children when invasive procedures were carried out (given a questionnaire) was mostly (66.7%) of 20 respondents, which were enough knowledgeable.

Based on Table 3, it shows that the nurse’s behavior toward pain management in children when invasive measures are carried out (observation sheets) (70.0%) 21 respondents are positive behavior.

Based on Table 4, it shows that there are 23 respondents who have sufficient knowledge with 18 respondents having positive behavior and 5 respondents being negative. While 4 respondents who have good knowledge with positive behavior 3 respondents and 1 respondent behaves negatively. respondents who have less knowledge there are 3 respondents with negative behavior.

The results of the chi-square test obtained 4 cells (66.7%) EF value < 5 means that it does not meet the requirements of the chi-square test, for that using the fisher exact test and the p = 0.033 (p < 0.05) then there is a knowledge relationship with the behavior of nurses on pain management in children during invasive procedures at RSI A. Yani Surabaya.
Discussion

Nurses knowledge level in pain management in children during invasive procedures

Based on Table 2, the nurse's level of knowledge about pain management in children when invasive procedures were carried out was the most (76.7%) 23 respondents were at the level of sufficient knowledge, while having a good knowledge level of 4 people (13.3%) and having a knowledge level of less than 3 people (10.0%). The level of sufficient knowledge in this study shows that nurses have a basic knowledge of pain management which is considered sufficient, but it would be even better if the knowledge of nurses was in a good category so that nurses had a strong knowledge base in pain management in children when invasive measures were carried out so that when performed invasive measures the child does not cry or struggle with fear.

Good knowledge is supported by 4 (13.3%) nurses providing treatment actions, one technique that can be done by child nurses in reducing fear and pain in children is invite children to play and tell stories related to the action or procedure to be carried out, the handling process pain often cannot be eliminated quickly, but can be reduced by various distraction/touch techniques, the physiological response shown if the child (baby) experiences pain is crying and skin to skin contact is one way to reduce pain in infants, one of the ways to reduce pain in infants, the way is by way of kangaroo mother care. This sufficient knowledge is supported by 23 (76.6%) nurses. Physiological response is shown if the child (infant) experiences pain, namely crying and nurses understand the meaning of pain 20 (66.6%). While knowledge is not supported by 3 (10%) nurses understand the meaning of pain.

The results of this study are different from the research conducted by Maghami et al. (2016) which showed that nurses' knowledge related to pain perception showed that the results of nurses' knowledge ranged between moderate and high [6]. Another study conducted by Mathew et al. (2011) on nurses' knowledge, attitudes and practices toward pain in developing countries showed that there is a gap between knowledge and practice of pain in nurses that requires improvement through training [7].

The level of behavior of nurses in pain management in children during invasive procedures

Based on Table 3, it shows that of the 30 nurses have a positive attitude category as many as 21 respondents (70.0%) and 9 respondents (30.0%) have a negative category. In this study, there were more positive attitudes than nurses who had negative attitudes. This can be due to nursing education factors, both Diploma 3 Nursing and Bachelor of Nursing. It is not only knowledge that affects the behavior of nurses in children when invasive procedures are carried out, but also it could be due to long working hours as a nurse and there are procedures for pain management from A. Ani Hospital Surabaya that nurses must do so that many nurses behave positively.

The positive behavior of nurses in pain management in children when invasive measures are carried out is supported by preparing pain management tools, namely 6 nurses (20%) using toys: Colorful pictures and pictures of tools or pain scales, 7 nurses (23.3%) providing mobile media to display animations and songs, and 1 nurse (3.3%) provided composed media. While the negative behavior of nurses in pain management in children when invasive actions are carried out is supported by cellphone media to display cartoon animations, namely 1 nurse (3.3%).

The relationship between the level of knowledge and the behavior of nurses in pain management in children during invasive procedures

Based on Table 4, it shows that there are 23 respondents who have sufficient knowledge entirely 100% nurses with positive and negative behavior. While 4 respondents who have good knowledge are all 100% nurses with positive and negative behavior, and 3 respondents who have less knowledge are all 100% nurses with negative behavior. Other studies show that in general nurses and doctors have sufficient knowledge about pain management in children, but there is still a gap between knowledge and practice of pain management [8].

Based on the results of statistical analysis of the results of the Chi-square test, it was found that 4 cells (66.7%) EF value <5 means that it does not meet the requirements of the chi-square test, for that we use the fisher exact test and the value of \( p = 0.033 \) (\( p < 0.05 \)) then Ho is rejected and H1 is accepted, meaning that there is a relationship between knowledge and behavior of nurses on pain management in children when invasive procedures are performed at RSI A. Yani Surabaya.

This opinion is in line with Zubaidah’s research (2018), which was conducted by 44 respondents to determine the knowledge and behavior of nurses in pain management during invasive procedures. From the results of the study, it was found that there was a significant relationship between the knowledge and behavior of nurses in pain management during invasive procedures [9]. Interventions in pain management are very important for children who have pain during invasive procedures, this is as stated in the research of Herlina et al. (2011) [10] showing that there is a difference in pain response scores between those
given pain management and those who are not given pain management during invasive procedures.

Conclusion

The level of knowledge of nurses about pain management in children during invasive procedures obtained an enough level of knowledge. The nurse’s behavior level toward pain management in children during invasive procedures is positive. The results of the analysis using statistical tests showed that there was a relationship between the knowledge and behavior of nurses about pain management in children during invasive procedures.
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